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Abstract—Financial data is abundant, diverse and generated in large volumes at any time worldwide. Finding fast and reliable ways of analyzing it is key for market actors (regulators, market makers, brokers and investors). In this work, we intend to use graph theory as a vehicle to analyze relationships among owners of publicly traded companies in order to extract latent dynamics that are very difficult to discover otherwise. As a case study we took the bankruptcy of the largest brokerage firm in Colombia in 2012. Network theory uncovered latent dynamics in the relationships among key owners and companies during the period of analysis (2009 - 2012) that could be used in the future as an early warning tool for market participants.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Financial data is being generated almost instantly across the world. It comes in two basic forms: fundamental and market data. On one hand, market data reflects the market dynamics when agents trade any financial asset. On the other hand, fundamental data refers to news, press releases, financial statements and other economic, social or political events that may affect prices of financial assets. Given the fact that prices respond to actions generated by market agents, time becomes a key element since the price formation process happens as agents interact over time. As a result, financial data constitutes an attractive source for researchers, since it exhibits complex systems’ properties[13] which are difficult to analyze and understand[14][16][17]. Finding ways to summarize financial data is fundamental to support market agents’ decision making process.

a) : Graph theory has proven to be very useful for analyzing complex dynamics in a wide variety of fields[1][4], including financial markets’ behavior [2][19][20][21][22], ownership analysis of publicly traded companies[3][9] and systematic risk by contagion models[5]. It facilitates the analysis of inter-dependencies analysis among graph components, and synthesizes huge amounts of data such as those observed in financial markets.

b) : This paper extends ownership structure analysis by specifically analyzing behaviors in owners’ sub-networks. Our interest is focused in the preceding time lapse of a bankruptcy by aiming at finding possible patterns in the ownership structure. As a case study we take the bankruptcy of INTERBOLSA, the largest security brokerage firm in Colombia. The paper continues with the following sections: a background of the financial case of analysis, a brief description of key graph theory definitions, the experiment, discussion and conclusions.

II. FINANCIAL CONTEXT

Market actors use a wide variety of informational sources to negotiate financial assets such as fundamental data (e.g., macroeconomic news, industry analysis, and companies’ financial statements), technical information (e.g., statistical analysis over past data) and insights obtained from application of modern techniques such as machine learning) [16][18]. Data processing for any of these categories is a key component for the market agent decision making process. In this paper, we focus our attention on analyzing fundamental market data, particularly ownership dynamics of the top 20 owners of major companies listed in the Colombian Stock Market. Our motivation lies in the 2012 bankruptcy case of the biggest brokerage firm in Colombia (INTERBOLSA). Given the fact that this firm managed a significant part of the money flow in this market, its bankruptcy caused a very negative impact in market confidence. Moreover, the collapse was caused by its own top management team, which in collusion with another important investors in the Colombian market (private funds and individuals), tried to gain control on other public traded company (FABRICATO) via repurchasing agreements (REPOS) [1] using their own money as well as money from INTERBOLSA’s clients. Under this scenario we want to apply network based principles to detect patterns from data, not easy observable by other means.

III. GRAPH THEORY DEFINITIONS USED

– Bipartite Graph: A graph in which links relate two independent set of nodes \((U, V)\). That is, an element in \( U \) could only be linked to an element in \( V \)[1].

1A REPO is an acronym for Repurchase Agreement. In Colombia they are used to facilitate leverage operations on stocks.
– Eigenvector centrality: It is a recursive measure that determines how central is a node within a network. The node’s centrality is based on the number of, and the quality of, its connections[12].
– Community detection (modularity): It is a measure that determine modules or communities depending on how nodes are interconnected. It allows to analyze the overall community structure within a graph[1][7].

IV. EXPERIMENT SETUP

Network theory has been used in the extant literature to analyze the dynamics between owners and public traded companies[3][9]. We want to apply specific network concepts such as community detection, bipartite graphs and eigenvector centrality, in order to extract patterns of ownership behavior of firms and individuals with the largest involvement in INTERBOLSA collapse2 (i.e., INTERBOLSA, VALORES INCORPORADOS, INVERTATICAS, ALESANDRO CORRIDORI, HELADOS MODERNOS DE COLOMBIA, GITECO SAS, MANANTIAL SVP and RENTAFOLIO BURSATIL).

A. Data acquisition

Colombian public listed companies must report information to the market regulator (Superfinanciera de Colombia)3. This information is publicly available and it includes information about the Top 20 owners. As a result, data was collected quarterly basis from 2009-01-01 to 2012-09-30 for the major companies of the Colombian Market, including INTERBOLSA.

B. Data pre-processing

Data pre-processing was carried out using Talend Data Integrator and Python. Original data was downloaded in Excel format and includes company name, quarter reported, owner id, owner name, number and class of shares owned, and the percentage of ownership. Data only includes the top 20 of the owners. Given the original formatting of numbers, it was necessary to verify companies’ id’s, number format (decimal character and thousands separator). Because Gephi was used to build the graphs, the pre-processing output were CSV files containing columns required by Gephi4.

C. Graph construction

Two types of graphs were used:
1) A bipartite graph having, on the one hand, owners as one group of nodes, and on the other hand the companies as the other group. Links represent the ownership relation, whereas link weights are the percentage owned by owners in companies. The following conventions are used for these graphs:
   a) Node color is given by the in-degree value, being red the lowest value, and blue the highest one.
   b) Node size is given by the out-degree value.
   c) Node label size is given by the weighted degree; it means that the biggest the font the larger the number of connections for a particular node \( n_i \).
   d) Link thickness is given by the ownership % of owner \( A \) in company \( X \).
2) A projected owner graph, derived from the relationship observed on the bipartite graph. Conventions are as follows:
   a) Node color is given by the modularity class (detected community).
   b) Node size is given by the eigenvector centrality measure.
   c) Node label size and label color are given by the degree, being red the lowest degree value and blue the highest one.

In particular, we were interested in the following publicly listed companies: INTERBOLSA, FABRICATO, COLTEJER, ODINSA and BIOMAX, which were the ones that presented stronger declines in their stock prices by the time the mismanagement allegations became public. We were also interested in the following list of owners: INTERBOLSA, VALORES INCORPORADOS, INVERTATICAS, ALESANDRO CORRIDORI, HELADOS MODERNOS DE COLOMBIA, GITECO SAS, MANANTIAL SVP and

---

2http://www.elespectador.com/noticias/infografia/actuaciones-de-autoridades-el-caso-interbolsa-articulo-429718
3http://www.superfinanciera.gov.co
4One CSV file for nodes, which are ids of owners and listed companies; another one for edges, which included a tuple (owner,owned) and the ownership percentage
Fig. 2. Bipartite graph for the third quarter of 2009

RENTAFOLIO BURSATIL, since they were accused of collusion for trying to take ownership of FABRICATO using others investors’ money, with consent of INTERBOLSA.

V. RESULTS

Results indicate that network theory uncovers relationships difficult to identify by other means, which are different from the observed ownership dynamics of companies that did not go bankrupt.

In order to present the results, Figures 1 - 5 illustrate the bipartite graphs of the top 20 owners and companies for different quarters, over time. As the reader can observe, all the listed companies previously mentioned share the same owners. This feature is kept by all of the companies during the period of analysis.

Visualizations reveal a strong relationship among names involved in the allegations of FABRICATO takeover (i.e., INTERBOLSA, VALORES INCORPORADOS, INVERTATI-CAS, ALEandro CORRIDORI, HELADOS MODERNOS DE COLOMBIA, GITECO SAS, MANANTIAL SVP and RENTAFOLIO BURSATIL).

Link thickness represents owner’s stake $A$ in company $X$. As a result, visualizations confirm that involved owners had indeed an important stake in FABRICATO stock, and it was increasing over time. Figure 5 shows that all of the names previously mentioned account for a large interest in FABRICATO.

The second part of the results about ownership structure dynamics are the most interesting. Owners projected graph are analyzed. Figure 6 reveals the community structure of the involved names. For most of the time periods analyzed these
names are grouped under a few number of communities. In fact, they are grouped under just one community by the time allegations went public (2012-III).

Analysis of eigenvector centrality measures (Figures 7 to 10) revealed that VALORES INCORPORADOS, RENTAFOLIO BURSATIL and INVERTACTICAS, were the most influential nodes within the analyzed community structure. In fact, these three companies were the most compromised in the scandal.

Ownership structure strongly changed for the three public traded companies most involved in the scandal (COLTEJER, FABRICATO and INTEROLSA). Figure 11 evidences how ownership concentration among the top 20 owners builds up over time, reaching similar levels by the time the scandal went public.

VI. DISCUSSION

Network theory facilitates the analysis of ownership interdependencies for the case proposed. In fact, community detection and centrality measures allowed fast identification of key players. Visualizing results for each quarter revealed the influence of these owners through the whole period of analysis. Also, by considering the weights of the graph, it was possible to observe how the concentration of ownership grew over the different quarters for the three companies which shared the most owners (INTERBOLSA, FABRICATO and COLTEJER). See Figure 11. While the ownership concentration of these firms increased over time, for other companies not involved in ownership manipulation their concentration pattern proved to be completely different: some of them appeared to be almost unchanged over the same period of time.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Network theory concepts applied to financial data yield compelling evidence regarding the particularities of complex ownership dynamics. Data analyzed in a timely manner could serve as early warning system for market participants, particularly when reflecting salient changes in ownership structure. As we saw in the case of this paper, activities that derived into INTERBOLSA bankruptcy during the third quarter of 2012, seemed to have started back in the four quarter of 2009. As a result, it is plausible to apply network
theory concepts to ownership reporting of public companies to look for possible changes in communities, ownership concentration and centrality of players. This information could timely uncover undesired dynamics that might trigger negative market impacts in the future. Given the fact that network theory has been widely used to analyze contagion, approaches such as [5] could complement our case in order to analyze the stress that this bankruptcy brought to the Colombian security markets. Moreover, incorporating other sources of information such as financial indicators (Net profit, D/E ratios, etc.) could be helpful in order to complement our analyses and should be considered in future works.
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